Primary election results: Four Democratic primary races won by **Democratic Socialists** (DSA). Summer Lee, an African-American lawyer and community organizer, and activist Sara Innamorato, unseated a pair of longtime Democratic officeholders, cousins Paul and Dom Costa. In the east, Elizabeth Fiedler and Kristin Seale, won their primaries with the support of Philly DSA. Lee and Innamorato were endorsed by the Pittsburgh DSA, one of the organizations most active groups.

The PA Gaming Control Board has approved 10 companies to operate **fantasy sports contests**. Beginning April 28th, Pennsylvanians who are at least 18 years of age can participate as long as the individual is submitting an entry fee for such contests and initiating play within PA.

**Smiles 4 Keeps** in Bartonsville informed a mom that if she didn’t make a dental appointment for "regular professional cleanings" for her child, she could be charged with "dental neglect." Citing a law called PA Act 31 on child abuse recognition and reporting, the dental office threatened to report the mom to authorities if she didn’t schedule an appt.

**News from National Scene**

All US Senate Democrats and GOP Senators Susan Collins, John Kennedy, and Lisa Murkowski voted to pass a bill to restore **net neutrality** rules. It will die in the House.

The FDA has expanded the approval of Truvada as pre-exposure prophylaxis (PrEP) **against HIV** to include adolescents. Truvada for PrEP is now indicated in combination with safer sex practices to reduce the risk of sexually acquired HIV-1 in at-risk adults and adolescents weighing at least 77 pounds. In the US, adolescents and young adults 13 to 24 years of age comprised 21 percent of all new infections in 2016, according to the CDC, and 81 percent of those infections were among young men who have sex with men.

**“Stand for the Second”:**
Students from over 400 schools nation-wide marched out of classrooms in support of the Second Amendment.

The US Dept. of Justice has taken steps to rollback some Obama era **prison policies**. The Bureau of Prisons released a policy change which now says that the department will use “biological sex” as the basis for assigning facilities and bathrooms.
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